## DSAUK National Games

### JUNIOR Team Events 2015

#### Main Red Team for All Games:

- **COMP**: Junior Basketball
  - Match: Sun 3rd Basketball Medal Positions
    - **SEMI 1**: RED 6 vs. 2 GREEN 09:30
    - **SEMI 2**: BLUE 5 vs. 4 YELLOW 10:10
    - **3rd/4th**: YELLOW 4 vs. 3 GREEN 10:50
    - **FINAL**: RED 12 vs. 4 BLUE 11:30
  
- **COMP**: Junior Hockey
  - Match: Sun 3rd Hockey Medal Positions
    - **SEMI 1**: RED 4 vs. 0 YELLOW 14:00
    - **SEMI 2**: BLUE 2 vs. 0 GREEN 14:20
    - **3rd/4th**: GREEN 1 vs. 2 YELLOW 14:40
    - **FINAL**: RED 1 vs. 2 BLUE 15:00
  
- **COMP**: Junior Football
  - Match: Mon 4th Football Medal Positions
    - **SEMI 1**: RED 0 vs. 2 BLUE 12:50
    - **SEMI 2**: YELLOW 1 vs. 3 GREEN 13:40
    - **3rd/4th**: RED 3 vs. 2 YELLOW 14:40
    - **FINAL**: BLUE 1 vs. 3 GREEN 15:20

#### Team Managers

- Red Team: Andrew Davies, Alexandra Tampkins, Matthew Topping, Xander Harris, Abbie Purvis, Sabrina Regan
- Blue Team: Daniel Allen, Jacob Deedman, Marc Swan, Jack Andersen, Mark Worthington, Abigail Birch
- Green Team: Jack Smith, Kate Moss, Samantha Moore, Kathryn Walters, Olivia Broome
- Yellow Team: Jordan Beaumont, Leo McRea, Sam Dyson, Amy Thompson, Amelia Hall

#### Team Captain

- Red Team: Ellie Spokes, Sebastian Williams
- Blue Team: Ellie Perks, Jack Smith
- Green Team: Katie Moss
- Yellow Team: Samantha Moore

#### For Football, Main Team are joined by:

- Red Team: Matthew Reynolds, Katie Moss
- Blue Team: Sebastian Williams, Ellie Spokes, Josh Coomer, Lauren Wright
- Green Team: Jack Smith, Lauren Wright, Josh Coomer
- Yellow Team: Sam Dyson, Nathan Myers, Jack Purvis, Megan Atkinson

---

**Basketball Medal Positions**

- **GOLD**: RED
- **SILVER**: BLUE
- **BRONZE**: YELLOW

**Hockey Medal Positions**

- **GOLD**: BLUE
- **SILVER**: RED
- **BRONZE**: YELLOW

**Football Medal Positions**

- **GOLD**: GREEN
- **SILVER**: BLUE
- **BRONZE**: RED